THE UR-10
HOUR SATELLITE WATCH WITH PROTECTIVE SHIELD.
AUTOMATIC WINDING REGULATED BY TURBINES.

5 CT

EDITOR’S NOTE
As I look back on the year that was, I cannot help but put a positive streak to it. Yes it has
been a tough, but we’ve successfully made it through another one, yet again. As we dive
into 2022, we have been accompanied by the third wave of the dreaded pandemic.
However, it would be too premature to judge the repercussions on a human and a business front right now.
Looking back at 2021, despite the in numerous impositions and restrictions, several watch
companies recorded an upward growth in revenue. Titan saw a 122% revenue growth
in Q1 of 2021-2022. The Jewellery division saw major traction and matched up to
pre-pandemic levels standing at an income of ` 2467 crores for the quarter. The watches
and wearable business stood at ` 292 crores for the quarter. However, the second wave
did create some serious disruptions in their commercial momentum; recording a 14%
decline in revenues. But all in all, it’s been a good year for Titan.
On a global front, Swatch Group saw a 54.4% rise in their net sales as compared to 2020.
The LVMH group generated revenue of 44.2 billion euros, up 46 percent from the same
period in 2020. In comparison to 2020, organic sales growth was 40% throughout the
period. HKTDC Export Index Survey shows Hong Kong exports increased 26.7 percent
year on year in the first ten months of 2021, albeit from a low base.
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From physical to digital to phygital shows, the highlight of 2021 was most certainly the
much spoken oﬀ Dubai Watch Week 2021 and after a two year long break of no physical
contact with the world of watches, we was right in the midst of it all. From the launches
to the forums and collectors lounge chats, Hind Seddiqi and her team had clearly thought
it all through. And while there were numerous launches that caught our attention this
year, our highlight of Dubai Watch Week 2021 was being – “Reunited for a Moment in
Time” with my friends and colleagues from the watch world. Do read about our “first
hand” experience at Dubai Watch Week 2021.
On another note, Timex Group India Ltd. has sealed agreements with Timex Nederland
B.V (Sequel Division) for the grant of manufacturing and distribution rights of “Guess”
& “Gc” branded watches for the territory of India. Now that’s a big one. The watch
industry, as we’ve seen, can be quite volatile, sensitive to economic upheavals and
shifting trends. So how does Timex, a brand founded before the turn of the century,
stay relevant in a market that is always changing? Read more as we break it all down in
this edition.
On that note, here’s wishing you and you loved ones a safe and healthy 2022.
Happy reading!

SUNIL KARER
EDITOR
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DUBAI WATCH WEEK 2021

The Highlights featuring Oris, MB&F x Bulgari and a Lot More

by Karishma Karer

A

nd that’s a wrap for an insightful and exhilarating Dubai Watch Week 2021. My first International
travel/watch event since 2019 and I couldn’t have asked for a better start! From the launches to the
forums and collectors lounge chats, Hind Seddiqi and her team had clearly thought it all through. The warmth
and hospitality of the Seddiqi family translated to the incredible atmosphere and social environment at the
show. And while there were numerous launches that caught my attention this year, my highlight of Dubai
Watch Week 2021 was being – “Reunited for a Moment in Time” with my friends and colleagues from the
watch world.

For an industry that thrives on it’s snob value, Dubai Watch Week
was a refreshing change. When was the last time you just walked
into a booth and “hung out” with what one may call the rockstars of
the watch world. From Max Busser (Founder MB&F), Rolf Studer
(CEO Oris), Patrick Pruniaux (CEO, Girard Perregaux),
Ricardo Guadalupe (CEO, Hublot) to the likes of Ludovic Ballouard,
Konstantin Chaykin, Armand Billard (Founder, Sartory Billard),
Andrea Furlan and Hamad Al Marri (Co-Founders – Furlan Marri),
the vibe at Dubai Watch Week exuded a sense of togetherness and
equality.
On a personal level, I did notice a paradigm shift in the mindset of
collectors and well the brands themselves. The reception, the warmth,
the acceptance of acknowledgements and criticisms were so elegantly
received. Witnessing collaborations like Louis Erard & Alain Silberstein
and MB&F x Bvlgari is a testament to the fact that the industry is finally
opening up and becoming more and more welcoming to the creative
genius of Independent watchmaking. About time I’d say!

Olivia Crouan, Chief Brand Oﬃcer, Audemars Piguet and Karishma Karer

That being said, I can’t ignore some of the watches that did grab my
attention at Dubai Watch Week 2021.

Patrick Pruniaux, CEO, Girard-Perregaux & Karishma Karer

Maxmilian Busser, Founder of MB&F, Fabrizio Buonamassa Stigliani,
Bvlgari, Creative Director & Karishma Karer

Rolf Studer CEO, Oris & Karishma Karer
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Edouard Meylan, CEO, H. Moser & Cie & Karishma Karer

1. MB&F x BuLGARI FLyInGT ALLEGra
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So this choice was a no brainer but the collaboration was
a pleasant surprise. I mean Max has created a jewellery
machine with Boucheron back in the day, but this is an
MB&F machine that has been aesthetically put together
by Fabrizio Buonamassa Stigliani, the chief watch designer
at Bulgari. That’s a first! While you could find the details
of the watch here, did you know that the gem-setting on
the FlyingT Allegra was done by the MB&F team and not
Bvlgari? Stay tuned as I bring you a detailed insight about
this collaboration and this beauty straight from the two
radically diﬀerent creative directors – Max Busser and
Fabrizio Buonamassa Stigliani.

2. KOnSTAnTIn CHAyKIn
Bob, Carl, Darwin, Dave, Franck, Jerry, John, Kevin,
who is your favorite minion? Well I have a clear one –
The Konstantin Chaykin’s Minions watch that was
launched at Dubai Watch Week. This bright yellow 40 mm
Chaykin minion equipped with a new automatic Caliber
K.07-3 with an automatic winding can brighten up even
the gloomiest of days. The Joker time indicates with discs
the hours on the left, the minutes on the right and moon
phases. And may I just add what a humble founder and
watchmaker Konstantin Chaykin himself is. If you do
like what you see I suggest you start looking as this
wrist full of sunshine will be produced in a limited edition
of 38 pieces.

3. ORIS RECTAnGLE

4. HuBLOT CLASSIC FuSIOn CHROnOGraPH
COnCRETE SAnD
yes you read that right. There is sand and there is
concrete! To celebrate uAE’s 50th anniversary HuBLOT
introduced a Classic fusion chronograph housed in
a 45mm case with a matching bezel, both of which are
cut out of concrete. And since it is to commemorate
50 years of the uAE, Hublot has even used actual sand
from the dessert to sandwich the dial and make every piece
a unique edition further complimented by a matching
camel leather strap. What do you think? Is it a date?
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While the novelty at Dubai Watch Week was the Big
Crown Pointer Date with the in-house Calibre 403, the
Oris that got my attention was the new Rectangle.
Peppy new dials with integrated leather strap options
to fit every mood and season. And for those who are
skeptical about the shape, well I tried it on and those
tapered lug tips ensure that it sits beautifully on almost
any wrist. not a conventional Oris, but definitely one
to add to your collection.

5. GIraRD-PERREGAux
An ode to another milestone – Celebrating 230 years of
legendary watchmaking know-how as well as encompassing
an array of artistic crafts, executed to an exceptional standard,
Girard Perregaux unveiled the La Esmeralda Tourbillon
“A Secret” Eternity Edition. Patrick Pruniaux, CEO of
Girard-Perregaux stated that this is by far the Masions most
ambitious creation and I couldn’t agree more. Inspired by
La Esmeralda pocket watch in 1889, you can see the three
golden bridges that span the dial. On this latest model,
however Girard-Perregaux has once again made the invisible
visible by bringing the horses engraved on the back case of the
original pocket watch up to centre stage of this new timepiece.
Indeed, two hand-engraved galloping horses form the right
and left ends of the barrel bridge and tourbillon bridge. Each
bridge here features concave bevelling, mirror-polishing,
flanks with horizontal ‘traits-tirés’ and rounded oﬀ arms.
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As its name implies, the watch is fitted with a secret cover. By
pressing the crown pusher, the secret cover opens, revealing
the self-winding movement, the Calibre GP09600-1506.
Beneath the secret cover, the mainplate is fitted with a
motion-work bridge and marking plate. Both are made from
pink gold and incorporate traits-tirés and hand-polished
angles, thereby emulating the shape of the famous Gold Bridges. The motion-work bridge
is marked ‘secret’. The inside of the hinged secret cover is hand-engraved with various
inscriptions, albeit these can be personalised on request.

Incredible aren’t there, and these are just a few
highlights of the week that was. Call it a response to
the post-pandemic mood, but the energy levels at
Dubai Watch Week were something else. Even the
most serious and contemporary brands turned it up
a notch and added a bit of sexiness to their watches.
From Jean-Marie Schaller’s (CEO Louis Moinet) passion
for watchmaking to the entrepreneur skills of the Edouard
Meylan, (CEO – H. Moser & Cie), Dubai Watch Week
was all about enhancing your knowledge, interacting
and exchanging views with the watch community and
most importantly touching base with the human factor.
Physically touching and trying on the watches, well that
was the icing on the cake.
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While the Independents were kind of in the spotlight, I couldn’t ignore the big boys at Dubai Watch Week. From Rolex
to Tudor, Chopard and Audemars Piguet, the experience was more engaging than usual.

The essence of Dubai Watch Week are the people and I cannot emphasis this anymore. From the masterminds behind these
mechanical marvels to brand CEO’s and fellow media colleagues, Dubai Watch Week 2021 was a week that has left us all
with memories that we will cherish for a lifetime, a family reunited for a moment in time.

L
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a Esmeralda is the famous prize
winning pocket watch made for the
‘Exposition Universelle’ in 1889. This legendary
pocket watch blended extraordinary precision
with several artistic crafts. As the Manufacture
celebrates its 230-year anniversary, it has
revisited its iconic timepiece of 1889 and
created a wristwatch that both celebrates the
Maison’s heritage and showcases its amassed
and considerable know-how.

GIRARD PERREGAUX

La Esmeralda Tourbillon “A Secret” Eternity Edition
Birth of a legend
During the 19th century, ‘Universal Exhibitions’ were held, showcasing
the latest technological advances of their day. Various nations
would participate and the most meritorious exhibits won prizes, medals
and distinctions. While other countries would also go on to host world
expositions, Paris proved a particularly popular venue for such events,
hosting the ‘Exposition Universelle’ in 1855, 1867, 1878 and 1889.
In 1860, Constant Girard, a brilliant watchmaker who spent most of
his life dedicated to the field of chronometry, created a tourbillon
chronometer equipped with three nickel silver bridges. Later, in 1867,
Constant entered the Observatoire of Neuchâtel competition where his
watch won first prize, setting a record that remained unchallenged for

many years. Again, in 1867, the same watch won a medal at the
Exposition Universelle, Paris. What diﬀerentiated Constant’s work
from that of his peers was that he didn’t restrict his eﬀorts to technical
details alone but also expended much eﬀort refining the architecture
of his movements. In particular, the famous three bridges he employed
on his watches were not merely functional, but also designed to be
visible and attractive. Over time, the design of the arrow-shaped
bridges became increasingly stylised, encompassing numerous facets.
Furthermore, the three bridges were ennobled, transitioning from
the nickel silver found on the early pocket watches to the now famous
golden bridges. A legend was born.
Constant would visit Paris again in 1889, entering another pocket watch
for the ‘Exposition Universelle’. The renowned watchmaker unveiled

the Tourbillon with Three Gold Bridges, a pocket watch housed in
a sumptuous pink gold case, measuring 56mm in diameter and
fitted with a detent escapement. The case was elaborately engraved by
Fritz Kundert, an acclaimed artisan based in the ‘Neuchâtel mountains.’
In September 1889, the watch received a diploma and gold medal at
‘Exposition Universelle’. After the event, a famous watch and jewellery
retailer, Hauser, Ziwy & Co, which operated ‘La Esmeralda’ stores in
Paris and Mexico, was tasked with selling the prize-winning watch.
The watch, ultimately called ‘La Esmeralda’, was sold to Porfirio Diaz,
then president of Mexico (1830-1915). In 1970, a descendent of
the president oﬀered the Manufacture the opportunity to purchase
the watch and it now forms part of the Maison’s museum collection.
While La Esmeralda was a highly precise pocket watch, its charms
were not merely restricted to its engraved case and golden bridges. For
instance, it was fitted with a sumptuous white grand feu enamel
dial. Moreover, Poire Stuart hour and minute hands, featuring a filigreed
design, contributed to the watch’s elegant mien. Finally, the savonette
case, incorporating a hinged dust cover, was beautifully engraved
with three horses. However, despite having extensive archives,
Girard-Perregaux can find no record regarding the significance of
said horses. Indeed, the horses have now become known as the ‘equine
mystery’.

2021, as Girard-Perregaux celebrated its 230th anniversary, the
Manufacture unveiled La Esmeralda Tourbillon “A Secret” Eternity
Edition, a wristwatch employing the Maison’s legendary watchmaking
know-how as well as encompassing an array of artistic crafts, executed
to an exceptional standard. This latest creation re-interprets the design
of the legendary 1889 ‘La Esmeralda’ pocket watch and references many
of its extraordinary refinements. However, it is not a facsimile of what has
gone before, but a tasteful homage to Constant Girard’s prize-winning
watch of yesteryear. It is perfectly in tune with the expectations of a
modern-day audience but respects La Esmeralda and seeks to capture its
eternal charm.
“La Esmeralda is unquestionably our most famous watch and as the
current custodian of our Maison, I am always mindful that we should
treat such a legend with due reverence. This year, the Manufacture is
celebrating its 230th anniversary and we were keen to ensure this
milestone did not pass by unnoticed. Already this year we have unveiled
several fabulous watches, however, La Esmeralda “A Secret” Eternity
Edition is without doubt the most ambitious creation we have released
to date. It draws upon our vast knowledge of Haute Horlogerie, in
particular tourbillons, embraces several types of artistic crafts and, at the
same time, honours the history of La Esmeralda, a watch that continues
to exhibit lasting appeal.” Patrick Pruniaux, CEO of Girard-Perregaux.
Familiar but diﬀerent
Three gold bridges span the dial, similar to those fitted to La Esmeralda
of 1889. However, on this latest model, Girard-Perregaux has once
again made the invisible visible by bringing the horses engraved on
the back case of the original pocket watch up to centre stage of this
new timepiece. Indeed, two hand-engraved galloping horses form the
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A re-interpretation of the legend. An eternal charm

right and left ends of the barrel bridge and tourbillon bridge. Each
bridge is painstakingly finished and features concave bevelling,
mirror-polishing, flanks with horizontal ‘traits-tirés’ and rounded oﬀ
arms. It requires 40 hours to finish all three bridges, while the additional
engraving found on the barrel bridge and tourbillon takes an extra
50 hours to complete.
While the La Esmeralda Tourbillon “A Secret” Eternity Edition
celebrates the Manufacture’s history and upholds many of its historical
techniques, it also incorporates cutting-edge technology. For example,
the elaborately formed mainplate is made using a CNC-machine and
produced to infinitesimal tolerances unimaginable back in the 19th
century. However, once milled, the mainplate is finished to the exacting
standards befitting the term ‘Haute Horlogerie’. This is just one example
of how Girard-Perregaux has repeatedly juxtaposed modern-day
know-how with traditional expertise.
The mainplate (caseback side) is embellished with a new form of
finishing, an industry first exclusive to Girard-Perregaux. Where some
high-end watches feature a bevelled edge, presented at 45°, spanning
the surface and the flank, this model encompasses concave bevelling.
This involves creating a curved recess between the surface and flank,
catching light wonderfully and transitioning from one shade to another.
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As its name implies, the watch is fitted with a secret cover. By pressing
the crown pusher, the secret cover opens, revealing the self-winding
movement, the Calibre GP09600-1506. Beneath the secret cover,
the mainplate is fitted with a motion-work bridge and marking
plate. Both are made from pink gold and incorporate traits-tirés
and hand-polished angles, thereby emulating the shape of the famous
Gold Bridges. The motion-work bridge is marked ‘secret’. The inside
of the hinged secret cover is hand-engraved with various inscriptions,
albeit these can be personalised on request.
Both the barrel and the mainplate (dial side) are enlivened with various
guilloché patterns, performed using a traditional rose-engine lathe,
operated by a time-served artisan. The rose-engine lathe is a manually
operated machine, devoid of power or electronics. The expert places
the dial in the machine and with one hand rotates it at a steady speed.
He or she employs their other hand to press the chisel or cutter against
the dial to remove material. The pattern is created by using various
‘rosettes’. This technique requires several years to master. Indeed, in
order to create a beautifully defined pattern the artisan must ensure
the rotational speed and the pressure they apply to the chisel remain
constant at all times.
The dauphine-type hour and minute hands are formed of pink gold and
circumnavigate an intricate and beautifully appointed dial. Beyond
its three iconic bridges and the aforementioned guilloché dial, the
watch is endowed with several additional delights for the delectation
of purists. The central area of the dial and mainplate is recessed,
accommodating the barrel, centre wheel and tourbillon cage. A
rhodium plated barrel sits in the upper portion of the dial and features
golden engraved text. This detail recalls the text found on the barrel
of the original La Esmeralda, declaring the model’s patented status.
A white gold micro-rotor sits beneath the barrel, out of sight, energising
the mainspring with minimal user input.

A tourbillon cage is positioned in the lower portion of the dial.
Made using state-of-the art technology, the lyre-shaped cage, comprised
of 78 components, weighs just 0.3g. This low mass helps mitigate
power-consumption, contributing to the model’s power-reserve of at
least 50 hours. A blued steel hand is aﬃxed to the tourbillon cage and
serves as a small seconds display.
Hand-engraving
The pink gold case is totally hand-engraved, honouring the skillful
work of Fritz Kundert, the artisan tasked with engraving La Esmeralda
in the 19th century, as well as the dedication and skill of the
modern-day artisans of La Chaux-de-Fonds. The bezel, caseband,
lugs and buckle are engraved with a delicate leaf motif. The outerpart
of the cover is adorned with a fluted pattern. Additional engraving
graces both the inside and exterior of the secret cover.
And eternal beauty

To the rear of the watch, the back of the blue enamelled secret cover
features three horses, again inspired by the original La Esmeralda
and adorned with a sunray guilloché decoration and blue grand feu
enamel. The horses return, but their origin remains an enigma or, as they
say at the Manufacture, ‘an equine mystery’.
La Esmeralda Tourbillon “A Secret” Eternity Edition will be oﬀered in
seven diﬀerent colourways, each produced on request for a maximum
of eighteen pieces per colour. It is immediately available worldwide
through all authorised Girard-Perregaux retailers.
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La Esmeralda Tourbillon "A Secret" Eternity Edition is introduced
as part of the Eternity Edition series, paying homage the eternal
beauty of enamel. This contemporary Interpretation has taken use
this métier d'art one step further than Its historical forebearer, extending
the enamelling onto the outer case sides and lugs - all of which has been
executed in-house. The enamel comprises a mixture of silica, minium,
potash and soda which are ground into a powder. Additional metal
oxides are then added to create diﬀerent coloured enamels. The powder
is dusted onto the dial and then fired in an oven that typically operates
at about 800°C. This process is repeated on 5-10 occasions to achieve
the desired lustrous appearance. Grand feu enamelling takes much
expertise to master, however, even with experience the repeated firings
can still result in cracks appearing, air bubbles and colour imperfections.
Inevitably, many dials fail to pass muster and are discarded. However,
the main benefit of this protracted process is that flawless grand feu
enamels dial will retain their colour forever, promising a lasting joy.
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LOUIS ERARD x SECONDE/SECONDE
The “404 Error”

“D

isruptive, provocative, rebellious? No! A little dissonant, maybe, and undeniably
spontaneous.” Romaric André better known as seconde/seconde/ prefers his adjectives more
old-fashioned than overused. The Parisians signature, the hand swap principle is “a watchmaking game,
aesthetically radical but technically harmless, where you replace one or more hands on an existing watch”
adding a playful vibe to the serious business of Vintage watches.

Now coming to this particular Louis Erard “404 Error”. For those
climbing on the bandwagon, rest assured that no one will be left
waiting on the platform — except, perhaps, for latecomers. The watch
comes in a limited edition of 178 pieces: a symbolic number signifying
that we are always stronger together. Louis Erard has put its famous
regulator back into play and gives carte blanche to the rising star of
ultimate customisation, with seconde/seconde/.
Funny, clever and mischievous, his designs command attention and
serve as a reminder that watches are not only functional. They must
still tell the time, of course, and in the most beautiful way possible —
Louis Erard is on-hand to make sure of that — but watches are also a
marker of identity, an object that looks at us.

A 42mm steel watch with the signature fir tree crown houses the
Sellita SW266-1 calibre visible through the open caseback engraved
“Limited Edition 1 of 178”. The Opaline matte silver dial perfectly
compliments the blue signature fir tree hour and second hands,
central blue minute hand and finally that white signature seconde/
seconde/ “404” transfer.
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This time we see a fun collaboration with Le Régulateur Louis Erard.
It’s almost like a taboo has been lifted in the world of fine
watchmaking: the internet takes its place at the heart of the mechanism,
with the dreaded “404 Error” reinterpreted as a minute hand. For
those who have followed the recent shift in Louis Erard watches
towards a mechanical triptych, artistic crafts and collaborations, this
will come as no surprise. A few that come to mind are Le Régulateur
Louis Erard x Alain Silberstein and Le Régulateur Louis Erard x Vianney
Halter, both of which made quite a few heads turn.

From Louis Erard to Louis Error. Le Régulateur, le régule à tort
(wrongly regulates). Quelle erreur est-il? (What error is it?). Find
the Error. 404 Error: just like faulty addressing in computing,
there’s an error in the fitting — this hour does not exist. 404 Error:
except that this hand returns to cross the dial with a blue line each
time the minute strikes quarter to the hour. And Louis Erard has
the courage to say so: human beings wouldn’t be complete without
a good dose of humour and self-mockery. One small change, one
big diﬀerence.

Le Régulateur Louis Erard x seconde/seconde/ comes on a chocolate
calf nubuck leather strap with tone-on-tone stitching with functional
catch spring bars for a quick strap change if required.
And the price? Two thousand… and 404 Swiss francs, of course.
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TITAN

The newest smart watch

T

he Indian giant, Titan recently launched its latest smartwatch –
Titan Smart. The brand has always kept its customers’ needs at
the heart of its product innovation and this launch aims to strengthen its
smart wearables portfolio.

With an introductory price of 8,995/-, Titan Smart oﬀers a plethora of
exciting features such as a full touch Immersive Crystal Display, Alexa
built-in, up to 14 day battery life (under standard conditions),
multi-sports modes and over 100 watch faces. It comes with trackers
such as Blood Oxygen saturation (SpO2), VO2 Max, Heart Rate
Monitor (HRM), Period tracker, Sleep tracker and Stress monitor.
In addition to these, the product also comes with notification alerts,
Music control, Camera control, Weather alert and Hydration alert.
The product integrates advanced functionalities with superior aesthetics
to address the needs of the modern and fitness conscious audience.
Titan Smart is available in 3 color (strap color) variants – Onyx Black,
Charcoal Blue and Chestnut Pink. This smart watch connects to the
Titan Smart World app which provides a superior user experience and
is compatible with Android Version 6.0 and above; iOS version 12.1 and
above. The app helps users to keep track of all the activities in one place.
Backed by a host of advanced features and available in 3 stylish variants,
Titan Smart is designed to help you improve your overall wellbeing
and to provide you with a premium experience.

HL VAGABONDE 02
in-house calibre

www.hautlence.com

SEIKO

Presage introduces it’s feminine sensibilities
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L

ong renowned for its Japanese
sensibility, the Presage collection now
reveals its feminine side in a series of three
automatic watches that all have enamel dials.
The series is spearheaded by a limited edition
with a dial inspired by the crescent moon on a
winter’s evening.

All three dials are the work of Mitsuru
Yokosawa and his team of veteran craftsmen.
Yokosawa has been making enamel dials for
Seiko for nearly a decade and several Presage
watches already feature his craftsmanship.
The team’s skill is evident in the beauty, depth
and texture of the enamel and the warm, soft sheen of each dial. The
secret of the longevity and delicacy of each dial lies in the way that
Yokosawa and his team treat each dial individually and adjust the
many processes involved to take into account the humidity and
other factors. It is truly Japanese craftsmanship at its finest.
The limited edition watch has a deep blue dial decorated with a delicate
crescent moon shape on the right side, from twelve to eight o’clock.
Where the indexes fall inside the crescent motif on the dial, they are
picked out in gold tone, giving the dial an ever-changing aspect.

One of the other two designs features a completely new cherry
blossom color enamel dial on which the indexes are in brown. The
second has a classic white enamel dial with elegant deep blue hands
and indexes.
Every aspect of the design and manufacture reflects the care and
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The outline of the crescent shape and the indexes are printed nine
times or more to give the dial its sense of depth. The evocation of
a night sky in winter is completed by the crescent shape on the
seconds hand.

craftsmanship for which Presage is renowned. All three watches
are powered by Seiko’s trusted mechanical Caliber 6R31, which
delivers a power reserve of 70 hours. The crystal glass is a dual-curved
sapphire and is treated with anti-reflective coating on the inner
surface so that the beautiful texture of the dial can be enjoyed from
any angle.
All three watches in this new Presage series will be available at the
Seiko Boutiques and selected Seiko retailers worldwide starting
December 2021.

DIESEL

The ultimate punk accessories

W

idely known as a beacon for self-expression and rebellion when it comes to the ever evolving
world of fashion, Diesel has always been at the forefront, eﬀortlessly uniting fashion and
function. Given their ethos that pays homage to punk like no other, the pioneering brand brings renewed
synergy with their Urban Punk collection — celebrating the perfect union of their punk and urban roots.
Furthering the brand’s distinctive rugged style, their timepiece Clasher, brings together the best of digital
and analogue elements in a stunning display of design. Whether it’s a token of appreciation for oneself or
the special man in one’s life, these cutting-edge accessories are bound to draw attention at every turn.
There’s no better time to take your style game to new heights with a dazzling accessory that represents
everything that today’s men aspire to be — modern, individualistic and unforgettably original.
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It’s no surprise that the revitalized brand classic
is selling out in no time.
The Urban Punk collection presents a 44 MM
timepiece featuring a black brushed, sunray
dial with stick indexes and impressive
chronograph movement. The signature black
leather strap boasts of superior quality and
aesthetics that will instantly bring alive grunge
pop elements repackaged. Presenting a
medley of urban elements married with
statement-making punk style, this striking
wristwatch will elevate your street style
without compromising on precious
functionality.

Make the style statement of the season and celebrate your individual style with these timeless accessories.
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Combining archival and contemporary
elements in a masterful fusion, Diesel’s
Clasher wristwatch delivers a striking display
dial integrating an LCD screen and two
analogue dials in a cohesive design. A
quintessential exhibit of Diesel’s avant garde
aesthetic, the multifaceted timepiece presents
a black stainless steel case and a double push
button clasp. The futuristic wristwatch
eﬀortlessly weaves together two marked eras
of timekeeping, with the split running between
the interfaces lending a distinctively bold look
to the modish accessory.

ALPINA
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A new calibre for the legendary “bumper”

F

ounded in 1883, Alpina is a forward-looking manufacture, that occasionally allows itself a foray into its heritage. With almost 140 years of
innovative collections and as many models that have made a mark in their time, its legacy has become a source of inspiration, turning up some
little-known gems. The “bumper movement” was used by Alpina in the 50s. Today, it is extremely rare – if not virtually impossible – to find. It is a
movement with an oscillating weight that instead of turning 360° like a contemporary rotor, turns 120°.
On both sides of its course, a small spring serves to send the mass back in the opposite direction and facilitate the winding of the movement. The
concept was simple and eﬀective but gradually phased out in favour of the 360° rotor, becoming a rare movement sought-after by collectors.
Once again, Alpina sets itself apart from the vintage trend aimed at creating an exact reproduction of a bygone watch. The brand prefers to focus on one
of its rarest features, one called the “bumper movement”. This is not a watch, a design or a dial, but a type of calibre.
Now, Alpina has drawn inspiration from this unusual winding in developing its sixth Manufacture movement. It beats within the new Startimer Pilot
Heritage Manufacture, a prestigious piece, aimed at fans of Swiss Made watches.
Known as the AL-709, the movement is a contemporary, accurate and robust creation that incorporates the hallmarks of its predecessor, the “bumper”.
This is because Alpina has designed its key component, the rotor, in the style of that from the Fifties. The oscillating weight from the Startimer Pilot
Heritage Manufacture and that of the vintage "bumper” are related, sharing the same geometry and the same inspiration, but for two details: the
vintage version rotates 120°, while the new one rotates 330°. Secondly, the traditionally shaped springs originally used have been replaced by a blade
for greater rotation. The AL-709 calibre can also be admired in all its glory through the open case back.

To celebrate its new movement, Alpina has selected the cushion-shaped
case from its Startimer Pilot Heritage collection. It is the perfect
combination of a circle in a square with delicately rounded edges,
emphasised by a case middle that alternates between polished and
satin-brushed surfaces.
The AL-709 calibre hugs each contour, as a mark of respect for
watchmaking tradition. Previously, the calibre and the case had to
have exactly the same profile (in the tradition of so-called “form”
movements). The beating heart of the watch becomes one with the
delicate cushion that follows the contour of the wrist. To complete
the vintage look, Alpina has given the Startimer Pilot Heritage

Manufacture a dial with an iconic design harking back to the pilots
watches also created by the brand in the 50s.
Sharing the same dimensions (42 mm), they come in a yellow
gold-plated and a steel version. Three matching hands are enhanced
by a central red line for a sporty feel. To maintain the flow of the
case, the crown has been placed at 4 o’clock, in the vanishing line of
the caseband. With a power reserve of 38 hours, both are worn on
a brown calfskin strap with oﬀ-white topstitching.
Two versions of the Startimer Pilot Heritage Manufacture are coming
out to honour the modern renaissance of the “bumper”. Collectors
will be pleased to know that each is limited to just 188 pieces.
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The advent of a new Startimer Pilot Heritage
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The CARL F. BUCHERER
MANERO FLYBACK
An eye-catching green dial

S

ince it was first introduced in 2017, the Manero Flyback has proven to be one of the brand’s most
popular timepieces around the world. The new version, with its olive-green dial, is set to attract new
enthusiasts to the line. Like the other timepieces in the collection, it features one chronograph counter, a
small-seconds subdial, and a date display in addition to the perforated lancet-shaped hour and minute hands.
The design of the dial, which is enclosed by a 43 mm stainless steel case with vintage-inspired mushroom
pushers, is rounded out by a tachymeter scale.
“Our Manero Flyback collection stands for the free spirit and the cosmopolitan DNA of our company and its
founder, Carl Friedrich Bucherer. He opened his first boutique in Lucerne in 1888, but he and his family
regularly travelled the world and explored new business opportunities. It’s fair to say that the green dial
adds an unexpected twist to one of our most popular product families and makes this new Manero Flyback
Green an ideal companion for contemporary travelers who share the Bucherer family’s adventurous spirit.”
Carl F. Bucherer’s CEO Sascha Moeri.

The Flyback Function: What’s in a Name?
The contemporary timepiece features a chronograph with a flyback
function, which means that the user can skip the steps of stopping
and restarting the chronograph hand and instead reset the time
measurement directly while the chronograph hand jumps to zero
and the time measurement starts again. As the complication’s name
suggests, the hand will “fly back” to the zero position. The 43 mm
stainless steel case has a double-domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides along with a sapphire crystal
caseback that reveals a clear view of the CFB 1970 automatic movement
oﬀering a power reserve of 42 hours.
Taking Inspiration from Our Natural World, the Manero Flyback

Green is presented on an olive-green textile strap and is water-resistant
to 3 bar (30 m). And, with a dial inspired by the world around us,
this eye-catching watch subtly reconnects us to nature’s defining color
wherever our lives and our dreams might take us.
The Carl F. Bucherer Manero Flyback watches have found great
favor among travelers with a keen sense of independence – those
men and women who, like the Lucerne-based luxury Swiss watch brand,
feel at home wherever they are in the world. The newest member of
the family, the Manero Flyback Green, has also been created for
these intrepid and curious urban adventurers who can find their
connections to nature even in the heart of a chaotic city. As its name
suggests, its standout design feature is a compelling dial in olive green.

S
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Michael Kors
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Round-the-Clock Glamour

M

ichael Kors comes through to banish the woes of keeping up with the social pressure of
putting together an impressive outfit that’s glamorous enough to turn heads with its latest
range of timepieces. Presenting the Everest, reissued in the same boyfriend-style design, but with added sparkle
for the season. This timepiece exudes high-fashion sensibility to go beyond the glitz and glam, with exquisite
craftsmanship and architectural charm. With its statement-making details to star as the main element of your
festive outfit, the Everest collection promises to be the most ideal wrist adornment.

Originally introduced in 2011, this timepiece became an instant
must-have due to its boyfriend-style shape and distinctive glamour.
Now, it returns in a collection of five stunning styles — three exact
recreations and two modern takes with more sparkle and shine than ever.

links, add fashion-forward elements that the Kors woman loves.
As was true when it was first introduced, the Everest is above all, a
reflection of the modern woman’s attitude of optimism, empowerment
and hope.

The assortment combines iconic New York fashion with Michael Kors’
classic jet-set aesthetic, and features the original statement-making
chronograph with a bold face and inverted contrasting pavé bezel.
Fresh new details, like tortoise acetate and crystal-covered center

Whether you choose to pair it with traditional wear or festive holiday
apparel, the Everest collection is sure to elevate the look. It goes one
step further and promises to delight your loved ones too, in case you’re
looking for the perfect gift.
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TAG HEUER

Pays tribute to the F1 Legend AYRTON SENNA

H

ere’s to the youngest Formula One driver to win three world titles 30 years ago – Ayrton Senna.
To honour Ayrton Senna’s achievements, TAG Heuer and The Senna brand have launched a
new Special Edition from the TAG Heuer Formula 1 collection.
Ayrton Senna won the Australian Grand Prix on November 3rd, 1991, securing his sixth victory of the
season and capturing the Formula One World Championship. The Brazilian driver dominated motor racing’s
pinnacle discipline, winning World Championships in 1988, 1989, and 1991.

To conjure the legacy of one of F1’s most legendary racers their very own ambassador since 1998, TAG Heuer
has introduced a new Formula 1 Senna Special Edition timepiece, commemorating this association yet again.

as well as a discreet “TAG Heuer Formula 1” reminder.
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The yellow and black colour pattern on the Formula 1 Senna Special
Edition pays homage to Senna’s distinctive colours. Starting with
the famed double S (the Brazilian driver’s trademark logo), which
crowns the bezel at 12 o’clock with the Senna moniker, the yellow
tone is prevalent throughout this 2021 edition. The signature or
emblem of the double S may also be found on the dial, where it is
incorporated into the 6 o’clock subdial. At 6, 9, and 3 o’clock, the
grey anthracite dial features classic hour, minute, and second indicators,

Last but not least, the caseback features an image of the Brazilian
driver’s iconic helmet, as well as a distinctive etching of the words
“SENNA SPECIAL EDITION.” TAG Heuer is reaﬃrming its
devotion to motor racing in the finest of ways with the new TAG Heuer
Formula 1 Senna Special Edition timepiece, which pays homage to
an enduring legend of the sport.

EARNSHAW
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Now also in India

B

orn in Manchester. England in 1749, Thomas
Earnshaw is celebrated for his work in refining,
and improving upon the Marine Chronometers of
the era. It was those Marine Chronometers, crucial
to the journeys taken by the boats in the Royal
Navy as they circled the globe during a golden era
in English history of science and exploration. Infact
Chronometer no. 506, carried by HMS Beagle that
took Charles Darwin on his journey around the
world to inspire his breakthrough study of evolution,
“on the origin of species”. Lauded for his work
with Marine Chronometers, Earnshaw also embraced
the challenge of developing clocks for use in
observatories such as those in Greenwich and
Armagh. Examples of his exquisite work can be seen
in museums and auction houses around the world.
It is this pioneering spirit to further the science of
horology, coupled with a drive for excellence in
craftsmanship that is at the heart of each and
every Earnshaw timepece. Introduced to India by
Bizotico, Earnshaw timepieces are now available in the country both for the watch connoisseur and
enthustiast alike.

TIMEX
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Timeless in a world full of change

“Takes a licking and keeps on ticking”

The Beginning of Timex

The famous slogan that put Timex on the map after the various
“torture” tests they put it through in the 50s surely stirs some
curiosity of the origins of this brand. Ever so often, we come across
a sense of ambiguity regarding the origin of this brand that is an
integral part of the American culture. Timex was founded in
the United States in the mid-1800s as the Waterbury Clock Company,
eventually becoming one of the country’s largest manufacturers.

In Waterbury, Connecticut, the brand that we now know as Timex
began as a clock manufacturer. Benedict & Burnham, a significant
and successful brass manufacturer, eventually ventured into the
clock-making business. It had progressed from producing brass buttons
for soldiers to becoming the largest producer of brass fixtures,
appliances, and hardware in the United States. B&B couldn’t help
but notice the tremendous rise of the American clock business,
despite being based in Connecticut’s Naugatuck River Valley. As a
result, Benedict & Burnham founded the “Waterbury Clock Company”
in 1854 and began producing brass-movement clocks.

What was it that made Timex tick from the start?
Waterbury Clock Company’s principal goal was to provide high-quality clocks at more accessible costs, similar to
European-made timepieces. As we’ll see, Timex carries its consumer-friendly business philosophy through to its
contemporary operations.
We caught up with the CEO of Timex India, Sharmila Sahai, to get her insights on TIMEX – the brand.
“We always ticked a little diﬀerently than most watch brands. In 1854, as the Waterbury Clock Company, we took
traditional European watchmaking and layered American industrial ingenuity on top to disrupt a 300-year-old industry
and make quality timepieces attainable for millions. We democratized timekeeping with innovative craftsmanship and
thoughtful design. And over 100 million people have made Timex theirs.” Sharmila Sahai.

Timex timepieces keeping the Indian consumer behavior in mind
The Ingersoll Yankee, introduced in 1896, was the company’s greatest breakthrough. The Yankee was the cheapest pocket
watch on the market, priced at a mere $1.
However, the low cost did not imply poor quality. WCC proudly oﬀered consumers a one-year warranty on Yankee
watches, ensuring that they would survive the test of time. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, $1 was worth
roughly $30 at the time of the Yankees’ debut. It was a prodigious deal for a must-have item.
The Ingersoll Yankee was a tremendous success, becoming known as “the watch that made the dollar famous.” Over
6 million Yankee watches had been sold by 1900.
Coming back to the Indian market, Sharmila adds, “We had to understand the consumer behavior of the nation well;
because India, being such a diverse country, oﬀered us a lot to learn. We instantly knew that we had to incorporate those
lessons into whatever we were going to put out. The India subsidiary is the only subsidiary that has its local design team.
Giorgio Galli Labs, based in Italy, supervises the design team.”
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“In the era of electronics, Timex made powerful new technologies personal. Our watchmakers crafted proprietary
new quartz analog movements, keeping us on the groundbreaking always. We invented the first sports watch, the
first smartwatch, and the best way to light up the time: our unique INDIGLO® back-lighting. As the next century
arrived, our watches continued to adapt, making technological advancements smoother and more attainable”, she
further added.

From the Pocket to the Wrist
Wristwatches were safer and more practical for soldiers than pocket watches. Keeping hands free for handling firearms
and equipment is critical during warfare. Any additional time and eﬀort spent locating a pocket watch could spell the
diﬀerence between life and death.
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Waterbury Clock Co. cleverly innovated to meet the sudden, overwhelming demand for men’s wristwatches that erupted
during WWI. And then began the upward journey of Timex. From the Mickey Mouse collection to The Indestructible
Timex, stardom soared for the brand. To elaborate- Timex watches were jack-hammered, thrown into a dishwasher, etc.
Yet standing strong reiterating John Cameron Swayze’s quote – “Takes a licking and keeps on ticking”. By the 60s TIMEX
had captured nearly 25% of the watch market, taking its stand as an accessible yet reliable timepiece.

Growing demand and swift nature of contemporary trends
Sharmila says, “With the ever-changing new fashion trends and our associations with e-commerce platforms,
we have observed a rise in demand for aﬀordable fashion. Young and rising middle class majorly led
consumption with growing aspirations and willingness to spend. There is a trend of premiumizing across
categories as the income levels rise and readiness to spend increases because of the following reasons:




Rising middle/high-income households leading to increased disposable income
Favorable demographics (Millennials &amp; Gen Zs) – Young, digital savvy pop with low median age
(30 years)
Growing aspirations for greater willingness to spend vis-à-vis save – Distinct consumption behavior
vis-à-vis Baby boomers/ Gen X

How do we see Timex today?
The watch industry, as we’ve seen, can be quite volatile, sensitive to
economic upheavals and shifting trends. So how does Timex, a brand
founded before the turn of the century, stay relevant in a market that
is always changing?
“It is always very nice to see the consumer reactions to the products
we put out. It also makes us understand them better. We have a long
and wonderful history. The journey started with an ambition to create
watches for the American people and create a legacy. By the 1960s,
everyone knew Timex’s ‘Takes a licking and keeps on ticking’
slogan when we featured watches under-going various ‘torture tests’
to test their durability.
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Timex India is working on sharpening its product portfolio in the ` 8,000 plus segment. Launching the global
collections of Marlin, Q Reissue, and now the Coca-Cola collection is our endeavor in this direction. Also,
we plan to augment our portfolio in the ` 10,000 – ` 25,000 price points with International brands like
Ted Baker, Furla, Adidas original.”

This has created a niche of fans that have stayed with the brand, and
the Timex Q Reissue and the response we are getting from it shows
their loyalty as well. Timex continues to keep history in mind to pave
the path for the future. It has almost been three decades since we
have created a market space for ourselves in India and the people have
embraced us and given us a chance to provide them with what we oﬀer”,
she further added.

Known for their various collaborations, there will always be that one
TIMEX watch you will connect on some level, the most recent one being
the psychedelic colors and retro illustrations on the newly launched
Timex x Coca-Cola Limited-Edition Capsule Collection (full review
here). Keeping their DNA intact on serious sustainability, accessibility,
customization and celebrating history, Timex watches will always
remain timeless.
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PERRELET

The “LAB PERIPHERAL 3-HANDS & DATE” Comes to life!

errelet continues to perpetuate the legacy of master watchmaker Abraham-Louis Perrelet, the brand’s
founder dating back to 1777 and the precursor of the self-winding movement. The Swiss manufacture
is synonymous with automatic movements that it interprets in an original way, creating exclusive
contemporary timepieces with a strong identity, immediately recognizable to the brand.

After recently launching the “LAB Peripheral Dual Time Big Date”, the watch that marks the introduction of
the new brand’s collection featuring a casual-chic style, Perrelet expands this family with a time-only model,
enriched with the useful date function at 6 o’clock.
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P

The “LAB Peripheral 3-Hands & Date” is born!
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Perrelet is well-known for its diﬀerent interpretations of dynamic dials
which boast functional or decorative rotors on the front of the watch.
And the new LAB Peripheral collection also respects this famous
hallmark that identifies all of the Bienne-based company’s creations.
Flagship of the “LAB Peripheral 3-Hands & Date” is its innovative
peripheral rotor. More discreet and sober, visible on the dial-side
without compromising the vision of time, this refined version of the
oscillating weight dances gracefully underneath the hour indices around
the rim of its display according to the rhythm of the owner’s wrist.
The “LAB Peripheral 3-Hands & Date” comes in a 42 mm x 42mm
cushion-shaped case in polished/brushed stainless steel or with an
eye-catching razor grey PVD coating, decorated with embossed
rectangles on the case-band and water resistant to 5 ATM.
Framed by a polished octagonal bezel with satin-brushed profile,
its clean dial is oﬀered in two colour variations: black and silver. Its
multilayer structure adds depth to the display further enhanced by the
diﬀerent decorations: the vertical lines of the central disc are in relief
and surrounded by a matt sandblasted ring, the luminescent indices
are applied to the centre and suspended towards the minute flange,
the oscillating weight is embellished with engraved oblique grooves.
The end result is an elegant, harmonious and well-proportioned dial. It’s
just a treat for the eyes!

The oscillating mass observable on the dial-side is made possible thanks
to the clever in-house manufacture self-winding movement, calibre
P- 411, beating at 28.800 vibrations per hour and oﬀering 42-hour of
power reserve. The rotor on ball bearings, a 180° plate’s segment, is fixed
to a wheel with toothing inside, which engages with a pinion on the outer
rim of the movement and transmits the energy to the gear-train winding
the mainspring.
The case back, sealed by 6 screws, has a sapphire crystal porthole that
allows to enjoy the rhodium-plated bridges with Côtes de Genève
finishing and 3N gold engravings and its balance wheel in action. This
latter is usually hidden by the oscillating weight.
The “LAB Peripheral 3-Hands & Date” is completed by a black calf
leather strap with alligator pattern and white stitching, closed by a
folding buckle customised with the brand’s logo.
Perrelet once again surprises watch enthusiasts and collectors with a
new exclusive creation, characterized by a strong stylistic personality
and innovative mechanical content, made possible by the in-depth
watchmaking know-how of its highly qualified technical team.
For daily wear or special occasions alike, the “LAB Peripheral 3-Hands
& Date” is the perfect model to wear that can't miss in a prestigious
watch collection.
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Gets Manufacturing & Distribution rights for Guess & Gc
Branded Watches in India

T

imex Group India Ltd. has sealed agreements with Timex Nederland B.V (Sequel Division) for
the grant of manufacturing and distribution rights of “Guess” & “Gc” branded watches for the
territory of India.

The deal is a significant win for Timex Group India given Guess & Gc
market share, reach and brand recognition in the fashion watch segment.
The power of the Guess & Gc brands will be a great addition for
Timex Group India. This partnership will allow Timex Group India
to expand their business through the distribution of style driven product
assortments to their fashion focused customer base, further securing
credibility among the fashion-conscious youth of India.
Speaking on the deal, Sharmila Sahai (Managing Director, Timex Group
India Ltd.) said, “We are delighted to announce this partnership. Guess
& Gc branded watches are known for providing quality timepieces
for fashion conscious consumers worldwide, and the recognition that
these brands have in the Indian market is phenomenal. This strategic

collaboration leverages the strength of our retail partner network and
allows further expansion of our distribution footprint in the country.”
“We are delighted to form a new partnership for Guess & Gc Watches in
India through this integration with our Group aﬃliate. We look forward
to building upon the existing appeal and high brand recognition for both
GUESS and Gc in the ever-dynamic Indian market. This partnership
further solidifies our business position in India and allows for
accelerated growth through the professionalism and reach of Timex
Group India serving key retail partners throughout the country.”, says
Brett Gibson (President and Chief Commercial Oﬃcer, Sequel
Division). The new agreements are eﬀective from January 2022 and aim
to deepen the footprint and reach for both parties in the Indian market.

GRAND SEIKO
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A new Hi-beat GMT creation

T

he 1967 44GS was the watch that first embodied the design code known as the “Grand Seiko Style”,
the set of nine principles which gave Grand Seiko its distinctive look and which still inspires every
new creation. But what is the Grand Seiko style.

The Grand Seiko Style reflects a subtle and restrained sense of beauty that is essentially Japanese. It is,
however, also highly of many traditional Japanese art forms. The case facets are Zaratsu-polished by hand to
create distortion-free surfaces, enabling the case ridges to be crisp and sharp. The hands and indexes are
diamond-cut so that they oﬀer high legibility even in low ambient light. The dials are clear and easy to read.
Because of these characteristics, each and every Grand Seiko has a special “sparkle of distinctive and instantly
recognizable, just as the creator of the 1967 44GS intended when he established the principles that define
every Grand Seiko watch. The Grand Seiko Style is a design language of simplicity, purity and practicality and
reflects exactly the essential characteristics of Grand Seiko: precision, legibility, beauty and ease of use so that
form follows function with a special harmony. Another central characteristic of the Grand Seiko Style is the
subtle use of light, reflection and shadow, which is such a cherished feature quality” and, together, these
design principles create a clear, unique and visually attractive aesthetic that says: “This is Grand Seiko.”

The caliber is the hi-beat 9S86. It oﬀers 55 hours of power reserve and
an accuracy rate of + 5 to –3 seconds a day. The GMT hand and the
24-hour inner bezel ring allow the time in a second time zone to be
read with ease and the hour hand can be adjusted independently
without compromising the precision of the watch. The white dial has
a soft sheen against which the GS and GMT letters stand out in blue
as clearly as the tempered blue GMT hand. The hour, minute and
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Now, 55 years on from its first appearance, the 44GS is commemorated
in a new Hi-Beat 36000 GMT watch with a titanium case. The case
and bracelet are in high-intensity titanium, a material that is about
30% lighter than stainless steel and highly resistant to both scratches
and corrosion. The titanium has a bright aspect and the case is Zaratsu
polished to give the distortion-free surfaces that are a defining
characteristic of the Grand Seiko Style.

GMT hands carry Lumibrite and the dual-curved sapphire crystal
has an anti-reflective coating on its inner surface. In 2014, a watch
with this same caliber won the “Petite Aiguille” prize at the Grand Prix
d’Horlogerie de Genève, bringing it and the Grand Seiko Style to a
wider than ever audience.

The oscillating weight features the Grand Seiko lion emblem and is in a
gold tone that is achieved through an anodic oxidation process in which
the titanium is subjected to electrolysis so as to generate an oxide film.
The color is determined according to the light refraction index by
adjusting the thickness of the oxide film.
The watch will be available as a limited edition of 1,200 at the
Grand Seiko Boutiques and selected retail partners worldwide in
January 2022.
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Frederique Constant

New Moons for the Slimline Moonphase Manufacture

B

eing a fully-integrated manufacture, designing, producing and assembling its own timepieces
in Geneva since 2004 now, Frederique Constant’s mission to make luxury Swiss Made timepieces
more accessible has been quite a success. The Slimline collection is the result of this vision. Housed in an
extra-slim 38.8 mm diameter case, the latest additions feature a subtly curved dial adorned with applied
markers.
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Adding three feminine designs to the Slimline Moonphase Manufacture
collection these particular variation with two central hands, a date
counter at 9 o’clock and a moon phase indicator at 3 o’clock, are
models of aesthetic balance.

one combines this with a blue-grey dial, the other has a silver-toned dial.
Hovering over them are some slender rose gold-plated central hands,
with a third hand at 9 o’clock showing the date, in counterpoint to
a gold-coloured moon phase on a starry midnight blue sky at 3 o’clock.

Each version comes with two straps, one in topstitched alligator leather
and the other in navy blue rubber – both easy to swap in and out,
thanks to the “quick change” system – and is complete with a bezel set
with 60 diamonds totalling 0.46 cts. Oﬀering 38 hours of power
reserve, the Manufacture FC-702 calibre within, which is decorated
with Côtes de Genève and delicate perlage, can be admired through
the transparent case back.

This same diptych also features on the third design, with its steel case.
Understated yet dazzling, the gleam from the bezel is reflected by
the sleekness of the dial, its delicate curvature mirrored by some
slightly arched steel hands. It is worn on a dark blue alligator leather
strap, echoing the night sky of the moon phase. As is the case for
every variation in the Slimline Moonphase Manufacture collection,
Frederique Constant has focused on making it easy to use with any
adjustments to the settings achieved using one single crown, located
at 3 o’clock.

Two of the designs share a rose gold-plated case in common, but while
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E-mail : namanbhatia76@gmail.com

Exclusive Shop for watch cases, Dials,
Hands Button, Side bars etc

Stockist of PRIME - CHAINS & STRAPS,
R.G. BRACELETS AND NYLON FURLON

Prabhat Arora
93505 11158

Shyamal Arora
98990 17073

Office
99990 35908

Export Quality
Manufacturer of leather straps

FOR YOUR COMPLETE REQUIREMENTS

Interested clients please contact for stockist
required citiwise. Contact for dealership

Contact : Rakesh Bhatia (Bittoo)

BHATIA BROTHERS
56, New Lajpat Rai, Delhi - 110 006
Tel.: 011- 4912 4057
Cell : 98110 40199 / 96506 05656
E : rakeshbhatia566@gmail.com

B. T. ENTERPRISES
F-34/5, 1st Floor, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-II,
Delhi -110020
E : btenterprises100@gmail.com / btenterprises200@gmail.com
W : www.btenterprises.co.in
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